Ahhh... the smell of coffee in the morning! Its true- the best part of waking up! I love any kind of coffee so this group was a joy for me. I wanted to combine rich reds, tans and browns with cool aqua and greens in this cafe inspired line. And like my own decorating taste, mix traditional formal patterns with fun funky ones. The result is a mixture of classic coffee and trendy lattes, sure to satisfy any caffeine cravings!
PS19440 Java Quilt, Measures 39" x 45"

For project ideas visit the Moda Bake Shop @ modabakeshop.com

ORDER ONLINE 24 HOURS A DAY AT WWW.MODAFABRICS.COM
• Skus: 37
• 44”-45” 100% Cotton
• Asst. 19440-15 15 Yards of Each
• Asst. 19440-10 10 Yards of Each
• Asst. 19440-10H *10 Yards of 19 Skus
• 19440AB Bundle: 37 Skus
• 19440JR Jellyroll: (40) 2½” x 45” Strips – multiples of 4
• 19440PP (42) 5”x5” Squares – multiples of 12.
• 19440LC Layer Cake – (42) 10”x10” Squares – multiples of 4.
AB’s include Panel 19440-11, JR’s, LC’s & PP’s do not include Panels & JR’s, LC’s & PP’s include two of 19445.